How "Non-Disclosure Policies" Affect NASA's Digital Image Processing:
Orientation, Focus, Scale, Contrast and Hue Saturation
by Emily Cragg, former digital image processing technician & corporate trainer.
People get angry at me when I ask them to look at NASA photos that have been re-rendered when they
now display data that was unavailable in the original. They want me to POINT OUT TO THEM what
the new datum is exactly.
But they miss the point of looking. The point of looking is to notice that NASA does not maximize
clarity of any image. The point of looking is to discover that NASA has reasons for withholding the
data that their images would show if they were digitally processed appropriately and correctly.
I stand here and refuse to point out anything. What this monograph will show is embedded faults
NASA uses to conceal real data, which they themselves are forbidden by Law to even view, notice or
witness to.
The Law in question is the 16 July 1969, "Extra-Terrestrial Exposure Law," 1211.100 Title 14 Aeronautics and Space, Part 1211 - Extra-terrestrial Exposure Law, which can be applied to any
interaction between any ET and any human where physical touching or viewing might occur.
At NASA all fundamentals of space travel and space exploration are currently under the 2,000 page
manual, unavailable to the general public. Article 2.45 states "No man or woman from this organization
shall refer any matters of unknown anomalies to any public source. Any intention to do so shall result
with immediate termination and prosecution to the full extent of the law."
So, NASA is in the business of not knowing and not telling; and this is why their employees accept
horrid photos at face value, and they confabulate explanations and interpretations of their photos as if
the photos were useful and valid.
But I'm not going to rant on; I'm just going to show you examples of faulty orientation, deceptive
scaling, "infinite" focus images-piled-upon-images, extreme and inverted contrast, and paint-jobs that
paint over what they can't hide with the other methods. I do not accuse NASA of being stupid or
ignorant; rather, I believe NASA's employees are policy-driven to be gullible, prejudiced and blind, so
they do not critique their own terrible photographs ... which get published anyway despite poor quality.
And people believe them, and they believe in NASA. What a shame this is!
EXAMPLES OF IMAGE FAULTS LEFT UNCORRECTED: NASA may know and understand
correct digital image processing; however, that is not what they practice.
Orientation: Photos are often rotated out of alignment with up-and-down. See Craters2 thus rotated.
Focus: Camera lens f-stop is set at infinite, so no object in the foreground is in focus. See JPLOppty
and Mars07Oppty.
Scaling: Photos off square cameras (Apollo & Rover, principally) are squished or stretched. See
Endeavor and Erebus.

Contrast: Contrast is minimized (everything a dull same color), maximized (stark black-and-white) or
even inverted (black-to-white and white-to-black). See Enceladus21, JPLOppty (Rover), B060R1,
Mosaic (Rover), PIA09971 (Rover) , and Huygens (Titan).
Hue Saturation: Colors are painted on that conceal true details. See Mosaic, JPLOppty and Endeavor.
But first, notice Mars has a blue sky in these first two photos.
BLUE SKY.

BLUE SKY BUT CAMERA ONLY FOCUSED AT "INFINITE" F-STOP DISTANCE, so foreground
figures are just shadows.

ORIENTATION ROTATED OUT OF "Up and Down"

OUT OF FOCUS because camera F-stop has been set at "infinite distance." Human figure highlighted.
Colors are false, painted on. there is no orange sky on Mars, generally.

SCALING HAS SQUISHED OR STRETCHED the square image; Colors are false, painted on.

Notice how the presence of Rover equipment completely overpowers the Mars landscape behind it.

SQUISHED AGAIN. Again, f-stop produces foreground images unresolved, unfocused.
Here's how NASA (Cassini Project) usually depicts the Saturn Moon, Enceladus. These are dull and
colorless renderings.

REPLACING CONTRAST and natural HUE SATURATION. This is a rendering of Saturn's moon,
Enceladus, that had color saturation to work with.

This is the actual, undoctored color that the original photograph displayed. Note the BLACK PAINTOUT at the central lower edge. I was unable to fix that, but the image is amazing anyway, for its
depiction of terraformed sculptures.

This was the most doctored image I ever saw coming out of JPL: Mis-Scaled and then Contrast
inverted.

Here's what the original looked like, with false orange painted on.

This photo displays an attack, probably a photo that should never have been published at all.

Speaking of color distortions, here's another Rover photo, of the foot of Victoria Crater, where there is
an opening into an underground military compound.

But, look at the original. It's so dark, nothing can be discerned at all. I don't pretend to get the colors
in lifelike hues, but I do work at making figures plain.

Finally, whereas Scientists keep wondering whether or not Saturn's moon Titan has life or not, one
needs just glance at this photo showing architecture, clearly and plainly, to know the Truth about it.
I rest my case.

